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MariX will be next generation X-ray source with unique unprecedented expected 

performances of coherent femtosecond ultra-high flux X-rays spanning an impressive 
photon energy range from 200 eV up to 180 keV. MariX many-fold scientific mission will be 
pursued by marrying into a single machine two cutting-edge techniques for ultra-high 
brilliance X-ray generation, namely Inverse Compton Scattering (ICS) and Free Electron 
Laser (FEL). Thanks to the capability of Super-Conducting Linear Accelerators (SC-
Linacs) and advanced photocathodes/injectors to deliver in Continuous-Wave mode (CW) 
high brightness electron beams, and thanks to the technology of Fabry-Perot optical 
cavities and fiber lasers to sustain MW-class laser beams, MariX will operate its 
associated X-ray radiators to generate bright and coherent radiation pulses in CW at very 
high repetition rate (in the 1-100 MHz range). MariX newly conceived lay-out for its 
accelerators complex will allow to handle very large beam powers (in the MW range) by 
smartly recovering most of the active power and reducing significantly its impact on 
electrical power consumption and radio-protection issues inherent with GeV-class high 
average current electron beams; it comprises also a smartly reduced overall size for the 
machine, with great impact in reducing the requirements of real estate w.r.t. other 
conventional accelerator-based FELs, thanks to a new kind of re-circulation technique for 
the electron beam that uses twice the same linear accelerator (see Figure 1). 

 
MariX scientific mission is projected along two main lines of research enabled by its 

extremely advanced performances: 
a) Science of matter at the spatial nano-scale and temporal femto-scale with 

coherent ultra-high fluxes (up to 1018 photons/s) of X-ray pulses carrying up to 
1012 photons/pulse and up to 1 MHz CW operation in the 0.2-8 keV energy 
range, with fs-class pulse duration 

b) Radio-logical imaging for medical and cultural heritage applications with 
unprecedented performances of spatial resolution with multi-color imaging and 
phase contrast enhancement thanks to its mono-chromatic tuneable 
picosecond-scale X-ray pulses up to 180 keV at 1013 photons/s 

 
In order to fulfil such a tight and ambitious mission, and, as well, to respect the 

constraints imposed by real estate availability and sustainable costs, we had to conceive a 
new form of accelerator, as illustrated in Figure 1, merging two different techniques for 
generating, accelerating and power handling of the high brightness high average current 
electron beam that is needed to drive the ICS and FEL radiators, both very demanding in 
terms of beam quality, energy and usable power. So, the first block of MariX accelerator 
ensemble is called BriXS (Bright and compact X-ray Source, depicted in the enlarged box 
at the bottom of the figure) and is devoted to deliver a twin CW 100 MHz 100 MeV electron 
beam at the collision points (marked FP1 and FP2) of ICS, for Compton scattering X-ray 
generation. A careful energy recovery scheme based on a modified folded push-pull CW-



SC twin Linac ensemble, allows to sustain MW-class beam power with almost just one 
hundred kW active power dissipation/consumption. The second main block of MariX 
accelerator complex is a two-fold recirculated Linac equipped with a bubble-arc 
compressor similar to a conventional DBA magnetic lattice of a synchrotron (e.g. Elettra-
like) able to re-inject the electron beam leaving the Linac after being accelerated once, so 
to get boosted twice in energy in the second pass (being the first pass left-to-right and the 
second pass right-to-left thanks to specific capabilities of SC RF cavities). We end up with 
an available maximum 3.8 GeV energy for the electron beam (allowing the FEL to radiate 
up to 8 keV) by using just one 1.5 GeV Linac (accounting also for BriXS ERL delivering the 
initial 0.1 GeV injection energy). 
 

 
 
Fig. 1 – Conceptual Lay-out for MariX, based on a folded CW Super-Conducting 

CW GeV-class Linac driven by a folded push-pull Energy Recovery 100 MeV Linac. 
 

 
 
Fig. 2 – Extracted figure from MariX-CDR showing the expected performances of 

MariX Free electron Laser (yellow zone), in terms of photon flux as a function of the 
photon energy in the 0.2-8 keV anticipated dynamic range, showing superior 
performances above present FELs in operation, second only to the anticipated 
performances of LCLS-II (green zone) 

 



The anticipated performances of MariX Free Electron Laser are well beyond the 
state of the art of presently FELs in operation, and in the trailing edge of the American 
future FEL project of reference (LCLS-II), as illustrated in Figure 2. 

The rationale of the FEL source is to serve time-resolved spectroscopies with 
coherent X-rays with individual pulses not exceeding the space charge regime (high 
density excitation threshold) that nowadays imply a 10-3/10-4 attenuation of X-ray beams at 
e.g. SACLA, but gaining 4-5 orders of magnitude in repetition rate to the benefit of 
statistics.   Such source (108-109 photons/shot at up to 1 MHz) is not available today at X-
FELs (either normal conducting and limited to 30-120 Hz or superconducting at 27.000 
pulses/second in 10 Hz macro-bunches of 4.5 MHz micro-bunches). High longitudinal 
coherence will enable pump-probe methods at 10-100 fs accuracy, and with high 
statistics.  Such source will fill in the XAS/XMCD (with polarization control from quarter-
wavelength blades or undulators) and bulk photoemission to become highly efficient 
probes of matter at the nanoscale but in bulk environments, like buried interfaces of 
interest in materials science, or biological matter in physiologic environment, or catalysers 
at work. The novel source will therefore create absolutely novel conditions for experiments 
that cannot be performed satisfactorily at the present and foreseen sources based on 
storage rings or SASE-FEL. 

A noticeable example of FEL experiment of scientific interest to not only physics 
(science of matter) but also structural biology, medicine and life sciences in general, is 
depicted in the following figure, describing in a pictorial way coherent imaging of nano-
objects (nano-crystals, proteins, etc). 

 

 
 
 
On the other hand, the anticipated performances of BriXS, i.e. MariX ICS source, 

are well illustrated in Figure 5.1 (extracted from MariX-CDR document in its present draft 
version), showing performances comparable to those of synchrotrons for energy above 
100 keV, with a much better suited radiation beam for medical and radio-logical imaging 
applications in general: ICS beams are indeed round beams with a full field of view – they 
also exhibit picosecond-class radiation pulses and tuneable many-color capabilities. 

 



 

 
 
A topical example of radiological imaging that can be conducted at MariX/BriXS: 3D 

tomography at sub 50-micron spatial resolution with mono-chromatic Compton scattering 
X-rays performed at MuCLS, the ICS source under operation at TUM in Munich. 

 

 
 



 
 
The rationale of the high-flux Compton Source is to enable advanced radiological 

imaging applications to be conducted with mono-chromatic X-rays. These range from 
higher sensitivity in mammography to higher contrast in edge enhancement base radio-
imaging with phase contrast, to selective radio-therapy with Auger electrons triggered 
inside tumoral cells by mono-chromatic photon beams, which are made possible only 
when the flux of ICS source reaches 1013 photons/s as expected in MariX/BriXS. 

 
The general lay-out of civil engineering, buildings and ancillary spaces for plants 

that are requested by MariX is shown in Figure 3: the great reduction in overall size of 
MariX complex, that fits within 500 m length, is achieved, with respect to other more 
conventional FEL designs (which are typically km-long), thanks its innovative design. 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 3 – Extracted figure from MariX-CDR showing the general lay-out of the 

MariX/BriXS facility and its required civil engineering structures to host the machine, the 
user beam lines and the ancillary plants and equipments 
 

As a final remark, the design study for MariX has been pursued in Milan also thanks 
to the mature know-how and expertise, concerning all the enabling technologies, uniquely 
present and consolidated at Univ. of Milan Department of Physics and at INFN Sezione di 
Milano and LASA Laboratory. Thanks to many research groups with outstanding expertise 
in the critical fields like high power optical cavities, high gradient super-conducting RF 
cavities and cryostats, X-ray beam lines and detectors, and design/study of FEL, Compton 
Source and photonic collider physics. Integrated with expertise on Synchrotron Light 
experiments, X-ray beam lines and detectors, as well as low phase-noise fiber lasers, 
coming from Politecnico di Milano (not to mention contributions from CNISM, Università di 
Trieste, Università di Ferrara, Università di Roma Tor Vergata and Università Federico II di 
Napoli), and benefiting from collaboration and interests from several Hospitals and clinical 
research center (IRCCS) operating in the Milan metropolitan area (San Raffaele, 
Niguarda, Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori), the Conceptual Design Report preparation is in 
its advanced and final stage: delivery to INFN President and University of Milan Rector, 
who committed our study group to such a mission, is expected soon. 


